We calculated relativistic energies and Landé factors for 5d6s 2 , 5d 2 6s, 5d
Introduction
The rare earths consist of two series of elements, lanthanides and actinides, which roughly speaking involve filling of the 4f and 5f subshells, respectively [1] . The lanthanides are the group of elements with atomic number Z = 57 to 71. Atomic calculations belonging to these elements can be said far too much not to exist. The unique properties of lanthanide elements, and also of lanthanum in particular, are a direct result of the small radius of the 4f orbital which is smaller than that of the 5s electron [2] . The collapse of the 4f orbital occurs at lanthanum (Z = 57) firstly. Therefore, accurate calculations of wave functions in this atom are extremely complex. In particular, the 4f N configurations make the analysis of the lanthanide spectra extremely complex and time consuming. This collapse has been frequently considered in the literature.
Because of the rich emission spectra of lanthanides in the visible region in outside astrophysics, accurate atomic data are required in the models used for lamp design and diagnostics in the lighting-research community. In addition, the lanthanide ions can be used as a sensitive probe of crystalline structure of the salts [3] .
The Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian includes relativistic effects. This Hamiltonian can be written as
where H NR is the non-relativistic many-electron Hamiltonian. The relativistic shift operator H RS includes the mass correction, one-and two-body Darwin terms, the spin-spin contact term, and the orbit-orbit term
(4) This operator commutes with L and S. The fine-structure operator H FS does not commute with L and S but with total angular momentum J , and describes interactions between the spin and orbital angular momenta of the electrons. This operator consists of the spin-orbit interaction, spin-other-orbit interaction, and spin-spin interaction terms
(5) Then, the Breit-Pauli wave functions are obtained as linear combinations
where Φ(γLSJM J ) are LSJ coupled configuration state functions (CSFs). In the calculations, the CSFs are taken from non-relativistic MCHF run, and only mixing coefficients are optimized. Then, the matrix eigenvalue problem becomes
where H is the Hamiltonian with matrix elements
t the column vector of the expansion coefficients. The BreitPauli Hamiltonian is a first-order perturbation correction to the non-relativistic Hamiltonian.
Most experiments yield the lifetime of the upper level because of easy measuring. In this case the sum over multipole transitions to all lower lying levels must be taken. The lifetime, τ γ J , of upper level (γ J ) is
In the formula (9), A πk is the transition probability for emission from the upper level to the lower level in the form
where
, and S πk (γ J , γJ), k and g J denote line strength, rank of a spherical tensor operator and statistical weight of the upper level, namely g J = 2J + 1, respectively.
The largest transition rate (or probability) is electric dipole (E1) radiation. There are rules related to the parity of the transition operators. For the electric operators, parity is given by (−1) k . If the parities of two levels are denoted by π and π , then
for electric multipole transitions, where k is angular momentum of the emitted or absorbed photon. The electric dipole operator, E (1) , combines states of different parity.
Results and discussion
In this work, energies (cm 2 , 7s7p 2 , 5d6s7s, 5d6p7p, 6s6p7p, and 6p7s7p configurations for even-parity levels outside the core [Xe] in neutral lanthanum using MCHF atomic-structure package [27] . In Table I , since data obtained for these transitions are far too extensive, just a part of the results obtained are presented to make comparison with the levels in the literature. We have also adapted the calculations related with Landé factors to Cowan's formula [1] . The lifetimes for some levels and lower lying transition energies for E1 transitions are given and compared in Table II . This table contains the lifetime calculations according to the formula (9) for 5d6s6p, 5d
2 6p, and 4f 5d6s levels considering all possible transitions to lower levels, and the transition energies from those levels to lower levels having highest transition probabilities (or rates). Only odd-parity states are indicated by "o superscript in Tables.
Except for some levels an agreement is seen when our results are compared with other works. Particularly, calculation results for 4f 6s6p are in poor agreement while 4f 5d6s are in agreement. It can be said that these cases occur due to unfilled d and, especially, f subshells. The configuration including these subshells complicates the calculations in MCHF method. But, for all levels, Landé factors are in agreement with data in NIST [5] database and Ref. [2] . The transition energies obtained (except for some transitions) are in agreement with other results (in Table II ). Particularly, calculation results for some 5d 2 6p-5d6s 2 , 5d6s6p-5d6s 2 , 5d6s6p-5d 2 6s, and 5d 2 6p-5d 2 6s transitions are in very good agreement. But for 4f 5d6s-5d 2 6s transition energies the agreement is much worse than with others. Also, the lifetimes for upper levels are given together with data from other works in Table II . The agreement is good except the lifetimes for some levels. We also see the differences among the other works data when we consider the results of other works. Again this can be explained by complex electronic structure with an unfilled 4f subshell. This subshell makes the calculations very difficult. In addition, the laboratory analyses are extremely fragmentary or missing for La I. In order to cope with difficulties, we varied some parameter values in the MCHF atomic structure package. But, because of the collapse of the 4f orbital, the accurate calculations of wave functions in lanthanum are extremely complex. However, we have tried to present some calculations of lifetime values. We think that much larger configuration sets should be selected for more accurate lifetime values. But, in this case the computer constraints have occurred.
In conclusion, we wanted to perform the MCHF calculations for obtaining a description of La I spectrum. We reported data including valence correlation and the Breit-Pauli relativistic corrections. There is an increasing need for accurate spectroscopic data, i.e., wavelengths, radiative transition rates, oscillator strengths, branching fractions, radiative lifetimes, hyperfine structure, and isotope shift data for lanthanide ions. The spectra of lanthanides analysis provides useful information among other things on the chemical composition of the different types of stars in astrophysics, and accurate atomic data are required in the models used for lamp design and diagnostics. In addition, the lanthanide ions can be used as a sensitive probe of crystalline structure of the salts. Consequently, we hope that the results obtained will be useful for researches in these fields. 
